
The Vatican Library. 

ONIFACE VIII. it was, in 12g5,in the first year of his ponti- B ficate, by whose orders the first catalogue was made which 
has come down to us, of the Papal Library. From that date, 
through six centuries, there is a nearly continuous series of 
them, now published by F. Ehrle and others. So that from 
Boniface VIII. the history of the library can be made out, not 
from a comparison of evidence and the help of conjectures, but 
from actual library records. The library then consisted of 
nearly 500 volumes. Another hand has added, "and 160 

papers." 
I t  has been left to F. Ehrle to discover that the library of 

Boniface VIII., which was so mysteriously dispersed in the 14th 
century, contained in 1311, those 33 Greek MSS., arranged 
in a separate division, and to his great work upon this subject 
we must now turn.' 

I t  is only necessary here to point out that to the libraryof the 
Popes at Avignon, F. Ehrle has devoted his most exhaustive 
researches. The student will find in his remarkable volumes 
all that will probably for many years, perhaps ever, be known 
about them.' 

In 1303 troubles began again. The tragic end of Boniface 
affords the historian ten of his most brilliant pages, and Dante 
one of his most burning lines.' Through such a storm no craft 
could live. One manuscript only, a Latin pentateuch apparently 
of the time of Nicholas III., now in the Vatican (Vatic. 7793) 
remains to us. For the rest, F. Ehrle in the course of his re- 
searches among the libraries of Rome, Assisi, and elsewhere, has 
never come across any trace of any of the b k s  which occur in 



the inventories from 1295 to 1339.' And by March, 1304, Benedict 
XI. had resolved to  quit Rome. The  treasury, library and 
archives were transferred to Perugia ; ' and a catalogue of the 
h k s  was made there in 1311.' 1 t  contains books brought from 
the Lateran, from the Church of St. Francesca Romana in 
Rome, and from the monastery at Casino. I t  is interesting in 
connection with the books from St. Francesca to point out that 
when it was joined to the muniment tower of the popes, ,the 
popes residing in the tower used to approach it by means of 
arches, and used the church for pontifical purposes, and as  a 
subsidmry to the Lateran. 

By 1312 came orders for the treasures-M. Faucon delights 
to point out that in the middle ages books were considered part 
of the treasury-to be sent to Avignon; and a cardinal was 
delegated to see. to the transfer. The cardinal took them as far 
as Lucca, from which point transfer would be merely a matter 
of opportunity. But he died here on the 27th of October, and his 
charge was put in the sacristy of San Frediano. In June, 1314, 
the town was seized by the Ghibellines of Pisa, who made short 
work with the more serviceable part of the Pope's property, 
estimated at a million florins. Pope John XXII. took nearly 
three years before he fulminated against them a bull of excom- 
munication (March, 1317) ; but all in vain.' 

Marini says that the r&t of the treasure and the library were 
carried to Assisi in 1320. There seems some room for doubt 
here, and the point is, after all, perhaps a minor one. But 
certainly the most negotiable part of the treasure was again 
seized, and an interdict was pronounced in 1321 against Assisi. 
This interdict lasted for 38 years.' 

A more peaceful time had set in with the death of Clement 
V.16 and the succession of John XXII. For John XXII. at least 
had made up his mind that he was going to fix his court definitely 
at Avignon, for the most prudential of reasons. He  had for- 
merly been bishop here (1310-1312). and when he came back as 
pope he occupied, and occupied till his death, his old episcopal 

' Carini, p. 25. 

hi.  Faucon, La Libmiir ah Wpa d d v ~ n o n  (P&, 1886)~ i., 5-6. 
'1310 says F~UCOD, i., 18. 
' XI .  Fnucon, op. cit . ,  i., pp. 7-9. 
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' Far n fi111 account of thew trou5la ut op. a?., pp 1 j-17. 
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palace.' Seventy years of age at the time ot his election he held 
the papal chair for eighteen years (1316-1334). Of the intel- 
lectual activity of this court Petrarch has given us a glowing 
description,' and he was more or less acquainted with the lives 
of all the Avignon popes, for he did not die till 1374. 

One thing has been most satisfactorily established, namely, 
that the library of Boniface VIII. was not incorporated with, 
even if it ever reached, the papal library at Avignon.: 

John XXII., crowned in 1316, on September 5, and installed 
a t  Avignon on October 2, we find already buying books on De- 
cember 21. W e  have year by year a record of the books pur- 
chased by that Pope, and in 1327 an inventory of the library was 
made, which has, unfortunately, been lost.' 

I t  is interesting to find in 1333 our English h k - l o v e r ,  
Richard de Bury, visiting Avignon; and an English priest, 
Henry of Harandone (?), dean of a church in the diocese of 
Lincoln, selling books to the papal librarian.' W e  have a por- 
trait of John XXII. receiving a book, in a MS. at Paris.' The 
payments made year by year to illuminators and copyists at this 
time, with their names, have all come down to us.' 

Benedict XII. (1334-1342) built the Tower at Avignon, now 
known as the Torre degli Angeli, in which the Avignon Library 
was placed. It  was constructed about 1335-7. 

Most important is the inventory of 1339 of the treasures left 
a t  Assisi.: An examination of the library was made by two 
canons, by order of the papal legate, during four days (Sep- 
tember 7-10). They were assisted by two other persons. M. 
Faucon declares this was the library of Benedict VIII., natur- 
ally enough with large gaps. The commissioners note two 
chests of Hebrew and Greek books. These thep  did not 
trouble to open, as also happened, as I shall show, thirty years 
later. When a volume had no title it was not considered worthy 
of a description of contents? Other coffers contained MSS. 

Ibid., p 18 
' L h X ,  p. 23. Pt will k remembered b a t  the MS. of Gccro'a Fomifiar 

U I C I S  was d l r c o v e d  at Verona in 1345. 
MUntr and Fabre, p. a. 
' Fauam, sp. &fir. i., p. 9. 
' /bid., pp. 37-8. Richard de Bury was there nlso in 1330, W ,  p. 9. 
* Reproduced as frontispiece to Faucon's work. 
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bearing the arms of Innocent 111. and Boniface, and one con- 
tained nothing but Innocent 111.'~ sermons. Other chests con- 
tained the archives. M. Faucon declares that all the archives 
of the Holy Sea were there. But the degree of precision exer- 
cised at this time may be again gauged by the fact that one chest 
is spoken of a s  containing letters of princes of the 12th and 13th 
century; letters patent of the German emperors and kings of 
Hungary, &c. ; a copy, on silk paper, of all letters addressed 
by Frederick 11. to Louis IX. on the excommunicahon pro- 
nounced by Innocent IV.; these archives remaining at Assisi 
till 1362, when they were carried to Avignon, and where they 
are found entered in the catalogue of 1366.1 

Towards the end of the sojourn a t  Avignon the mention of 
books becomes more and more rare: which is possibly attri- 
butable to the fact that the library by that time had become fairly 
well furnished.' Imbued with Latin as the Papal Court then 
was, it is interesting to find that the library of Urban V. con- 
tained no more than five or six small volumes in French or 
Romance, and in Italian, which already contained chfs-d'arwwac 
in poetry, eloquence, and history, absolutely none! The popes 
of Avignon had none of the leisure of the popes of the Renais- 
sance.' Petrarch writing to Nelli, the Prior of the Church of the 
Santi Apostoli at Florence,,in a letter dated January 8,1352, on 
the subject of his Pliny, says : " There is no Pliny here that I 
ever knew of except the popes'." The library was apparently a 
private one for the exclusive use of the popes. For all that it 
was not dil%cult of a c c e s ~ . ~  

On January 28, 1353, a new inventory was commenced. 
Carini states that in 1354 the o5ce.s of sacrist, librarian and 

confessor to the pope were reunited. He  gives no authority 
(P. 29). 

By the year 136q Urban V. had only one idea-that of re- 
turning to Rame, and while he gave orders for the repair of the 
Vatican and of the churches, he also ordered, in 136g, a complete 
inventory of the possessions of the popes? This inventory is the 
most complete of all those of the popes of the 14th century? 
But neither under Urban V., who returned to Avignon to die 
-he died September 24,1370'-and under whom the library was 

1 Fancon, op. (if., p p  10-1 1. Did, pp. 51-2. 

Epp. fd, ed. Ftnassetti, lib. xi, 5.  ' Tom. ii 182. ' Cuiai, 31-1. 
' /bid,pp 54-5. 'Ibid..,P.30. 
' lbid. ' IEid., p. ,a 
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in nine M'erent places,' nor under Gregory XI.-he ordered 
an inventory in-1375'-who atlast, at the instance of St. Catherine 
of Siema, went back to Rome in 1376, did the books return.' 
For thirty years we hear nothing in particular of the library a t  
Avignon. Then came the e h t  of Benedict XIII., on October 
11, ~ q o j ,  and subsequently the transference of his library-all 
he could get-to Peniscola, in Spain, in I@. The papal library 
a t  Peniscola contained a Dante, and a Latin translation to it 
also.' This library, a s  Is well known, returned to Avignon, 
passed to the Coll&ge de Foix, a t  Toulow,  thence to the 
library of Colbert, thence to the Bibliotheque Nationale, where 
it has received from M. Dslisle that attention which a wl: 
lection so interesting deserves. But of the Avignon library 
no part, speaking in the mass, can be said ever to have returned 
to'the Vatican? 

During'the Schism there was no thought of founding a new 
library at Rome. On the contrary, Gregory XII. in 1qo7, 
gave his consent for the sale of certain MSS. of the Church for 
the price of 500 florins as  a subvention to the papal treasury. 
The regesta of the Bulls of that time, that is, from the return 
of Gregory XI. to 1428, stood for a long time in the convent 
of S. Maria sopra Minerva.' 

At the end of the schism, Martin V. in ~ p o  returned to 
Rome,' and wished that the books should be brought back 
.from Avignon. Some few actuallf came. And in 1428 he 
ordered those regesta just mentioned to be brought to the 
palace of St. Peter's and prepared halls for them. But it 
was Eugenius IV. who really in 1441, commenced the task 
of  reclaiming the Avignon Library. He  sent orders to 
Peter de Foix, the legate at Avignon, for the privilegia and 
.bnAs to be returned which had been camed off "from the 
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Lateran and the churches of St. Peter" to Avignon.' In 
1 ~ 3  a catalogue was made of the h k s  of Eugenius IV., 
and this has just been edited by MIintz and Fabre.' It  con- 
tains about 340 volumes of sacred and classical literature ; of 
which two are Greek, a Boethius and a Psalter. 

MIintz quotes as an example of the comparative ignorance 
and rarity of Greek in the first half of the 15th century, in Italy, 
the fact that in 1426 the famous Library of the Visconti, at 
Pavia, only contained four Greek MSS., an Iliad, a Plato, and 
two volumes descriM as written either in Greek or Hebrew. 
One is not far from the time, as he aptly remarks, when one said 

Graecurn est, non legitur."' 

WE now at  last come to the Vatican Library proper, the 
beginning of which must be attributed to Nicolas V. (1447-1445); 
and which in his own day was spoken of as "the finest library 
of the world."' The catalogue of it, by Giovanni Tortelli, is 
not to be found. An inventory of the books of Nicolas V. 
is extant, made at his death, and from this we can estimate the 
increase made during twelve years. Nicolas had formed plans of 
a most magnificent library, but death prevented him (Carini, 39). 
At the death of Nicolas V. the numbers had reached I , I ~  ; and 
of these 353 were Greek.' 

Since De Rossi wrote his monograph in 1886, an important 
discovery has been made; indeed, in the following year, by M. 
Eugene MQntz, whose work on the history of the library in the 
6fteenth century, written in collaboration with M. Paul Fabre, is 
my third principal authority. M. Miintz has discovered a copy 
of the inventory of the Greek Library of Nicolas V.' 

Calixtus III., the immediate successor of Nicolas V., is said 
to have enriched " the library with many volumes saved from 
those of Constantinople, when that city fell into the hands of the 



Ottomans " in 1453.' But this is given on the authority of 
Assemani. De Rossi declares the statement to be without 
foundation.. 

Although Pius II., better known as Bneas  Sylvius, succeeded 
Calixtus III., this celebrated humanist seems to have done 
nothing for the Vatican Library.' 

The work of Nicolas V., which had been thus neglected after 
his death, was carried on by Sixtus IV., who also built the 
Sistine Chapel in 1473. In the very first year of his pontificate 
(1471), we know from a brief, the construction of the library was 
commenced.' It  was built beneath the Stanze of Nicolas V.' 
By 1475 the walls were ready for decoration. The names of the 
artists employed on this have come down to us, including those 
of Melozzo da Forli and Ghirlandajo. The whole was most 
gorgeously finished, and the windows 6lled with stained glass.b 
In it was put the fresco representing Platina at the feet of 
Sixtus IV. Of all this magnificence, this fresco is the only 
part that has survived.' He  divided the library into four parts, 
Greek, Latin, Secret (the archives), and Papal (the private library 
of the pope.). The books were all arranged and catalogued 
by Platina ; and amounted to a b u t  2,500 volumes? 

As an example of the mild regulations of the Vatican Library 
in the 15th century, that respecting the loan of MSS. may be 
quoted. During the whole pontificate of Sixtus IV. (I.+~I-I&), 
thirteen years, all the functionaries of the curia, all the litterati 
of any distinction, and even simple strangers passing through 
Rome, obtained with the greatest facility leave to carry off MSS. 
to their lodgings for a period more or less long-Ad a r b i t h  
PCrJina? We have still the list of borrowers. Besides many well- 
known names we find that of the Queen of Cyprus.@ My learned 
authorities justly remark that some mean may yet be discovered 
between the liberality of Calixtus III., who lent to a Russian 

E Edwuds, M a o i n  of librariu, rol. ii., p. 353, Load., 1859. 
* E. M(intr, Lu w f s  d la c a r  ctups+, pte. 3, p. 67. Where reference to 

M v i o  dorico itsliano. For the private libraryof Pins 11. cet i n h ,  p J% n. I .  

* Mtinlr, op. cil., p. 66. Ibi.!., p. I I ~ I Z O .  
* Well known from the fine reproduction uecuttd by the A d d  Society. 
F o r  epigrams in its pnisc, scc ibid.., pp. 135-6. 
' MUntr and Fhe ,  La Bibl. Yd., ou XYI SiLcL, p. 135. 
* Mtlntr md Fabre, La Bibl. Vd., p. vii. 
T k e  Queen of C prcu presented a copy of the Ads of ktr ApoIfks in the 

ar-iq reign (& p. 307 a). 
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cardinal, for the remainder of his life, nearly a third of the Greek 
books in the Vatican, and modem rigour.' The books in the 
library a t  this time were chained, and the library warmed. By 
1484 the library had grown to 3,650 volumes.' 

The block of buildings which was erected in 1490 by 
Innocent VIII. (14&-14ga), and which is known to the entire 
world as the Belvidere gallery, next commands our attention. I t  
has nothing to do directly with the history of the Vatican 
Library, but indirectly it became the cause of its subsequent 
site. I t  was built by Bramante, and afterwards altered. I t  
was used as a summer-house by the popes; and it is here 
that Benvenuto Cellini relates that he played on the comet 
while Clement VII. was at table.' 

Alexander VI. (1492-1503) missed the proffered chance of 
having Poliziano for his librarian. Had he appointed him, his 
name might have been held in equal honour with the nominator 
of Platina. Instead, he chose the Archbishop of Barcelona, 
Hieronimo Paulli' Oddly enough the buildings of Nicolas V. 
always go under the name of this Pope, the Appartemente 
Borgia. They were decorated by Pinturricchio a t  his com- 
mand.' 

W e  now come to the golden age of the Italian Renaissance 
(1503-1549).' Julius 11. (1503-1513)~ the nephew of Sixtus 
IV., who began St. Peter's, enlarged his uncle's library by two 
large halls. It  is supposed that these were in the Torre B ~ r g i a . ~  
The view Julius 11. took of the work of the officialsin thelibrary 
at the time may be judged from the terms of the brief in which 
he nominates one of the sub-librarians. In order that you may 
have more spare time for literature," he writes.' Tornaso Fedra 

'The nornin~lion of P l n h  one 18, 1475) muka a turning point in the 
history of the Vatican Lihary. I% ulary was ~ z o  ducats a year. It would be 
p l e ~ n n t ,  at this point, to treat at wme length of the character m d  achievements of 
this @ r a t  man. MM. Mllntz m d  Fabrc quote one line of his most splendidly 
hero~c epitaph, probably m r n p d  by himself: Qwisqnis u, n'pius, Plan'- ct 
nvrr ne rwru; angurfe jiud ct wli wlrrt use .  (Op. d., y p  136-9.) 

=/bid., p p  14*1. 
'Cellini, bk. i.. 23 (Symond's Tram., p. @). The Ian of the lruilding 

was by Antonio dcl f&njoolo (Syrnonds, R I n u h u u c  in NnJ,  tad ed., 1880, i., 
35'. n.1. 

Miintz and Fabr~,  p. 31 I. 
' m i ,  p. 139. Syrnonds, I#. ril. 
'The sentence of E. XIUntz in his Bibl. dw Yalicarr an XVI. S&I# (Paris, 

1886). P. 4. 
' /bid., p 7. 'lbid., p. 13. 



. Inghirami's appointment as librarian in 1510, however, shows 
better discernment.' W e  find that by this time a bond was 
required as  surety for the loan of a MS.' 

But the real importance of the reign of Julius II., as far as 
the library is concerned, lies in the fact that he it was who joined 
the Belvidere, built by Innocent VIII. as we have seen, in IW, 
to the Vatican buildings by the long galleries of Bramante; and 
thus unconsciously constructed the present resting-place of the 
books of the Vatican. These galleries are about 1,- feet long. 

Under Leo X. (1513-IS~I), the cause of the library pros- 
pered. Roscoe tells us that in 1517 he spared no pains, and 
sent his envoy, John Heytmers de Z o n v e l h ,  on a mission to 
Germany, Denmark, Sweden and Gothland, for the sole purpose 
of inq&hg after literary works, and particularly historical 
compositions. H e  sent a representative a t  the same time to 
Venice.' The inventory of the library (1518) shows +,go 
 volume^.^ During this reign several further archives were 
transferred to the Castle of San Angelo! I t  was high time, 
in view of the approaching storm. Adrian VI.'s (1522-3) 
short reign is epitomised by one anecdote, the walling-up of 
the Laocoon group.' clement VII. (1523) could but find the 
same retreat-San Angelo. 

At the sack of the city by the Duke de Bourbon in 1527, the 
li b r a y  suffered considerably.' Sabeo, the sub-librarian, whose 
talent for invective against his patrons is well known, formally 
accused Clement VII., in some verses printed some years after, 
of not having given one thought to the Vatican Library after the 
disaster : 

Again I mast be allowed to draw itlention to the c h u u t a  of one d IL. 
most interedng d i t i a  w u  connected with the Y r h  wllectirn. A 
short character OK will be f d  in W. Rcscoc's Li', 4h X., ed. 1883, 
WL ii, p p  2 8 1 . 2  

'fiid., p 14 
Op. d., ii., 279. For tbc a pointment of Beroddo in 1516 md b mccumr, 

m d  m account of them, see id2, pp. 282-5.  
'M(lntx,op. d., p. 43- 
Ll. id . ,  p. 52. 
aSymonds, RrrrrriUrtl~~, i, 403-5 .  
'A l q e  portion of the mmic of the Sirtine Chrpel puhhed brr theo 

(Cmor, Did. of Af-'c d Afuiciou, I. 0. ). 
'Month op. d., p p  n-a 
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I t  was not until the succeeding pontificate of Paul 111. (1534- 
1550) that the library began to revive from its misfortunes and 
to recover something of its former splendour. 

Tirabschi informs us that the custom of conferring the 
office of librarian on a cardinal arose in the reign of this pope, 
who passed a decree to that effect. But Mazflldelli has thrown 
some doubts on this.' 

In 1542 we find MSS. and documents which had been left a t  
Avignon recovered and restored to Rome.' The task of recover- 
ing lost books was undertaken by Marcello Cervino, afterwards 
Marcellus 11.' The regesta for certain years of the reign of 
Gregory IX. (1na7-12q1), Clement IV. and Clement VI., were 
recovered by him in 1548 and 1553.' A catalogue of the Graek 
books, made in 1555, Giusseppe Cozza, the sub-librarian of our 
own day, found at Naples among the Famese MSS. In 1566, 
forty-four more MSS. were brought from Avignon (he really 
brought loo, but 56 of these had to be returned nine days later). 
At the same time he brought 157 more volumes of regesta, 70 
volumes relating to the Schism and a host of other documents.& 

In 1580 we have an account of the library from Montaigne 
who visited it. It  consists," he says, of five or six rooms 
leading out of one another." "The library," he adds, "was 
open every morning almost without any difti~ulty."~ 

Eight years later, in 1588, the year of the Spanish Armada, 
the whole position of the library was altered by Sixtus V., who 
caused the present magnificent edifice to be built by Domenico 
Fontana, joining the two galleries of Bramante. The great hall 
is 77 yards long, q8 feet wide and 29 feet high. I t  was paved 
with marble by Pius IX? The erection of this wing only 
occupied one year.' Sixtus V. also established the printing press 
of the Vatican, on which I hope some day to speak at  length.. 

The I 7th century saw the addition of four notable collections 
of books. First, in 16~0, came the library of Fulvio Orsini, 
beqneathed by him to the Vatican, which has been described as 

I RoEcoe, Lg2 of Lu X., Not& *lbid..,p 80. 
aCerrino gars all hb o m  lib- to tbe VPtLrn in 199. Ibid. 
M, p. 87. D M ,  p 115 

a M b t x ,  pp. 131-5. Montdgdr Lrt Itrtanrnt h budly bome oat by rbrt 
he adds. 

'BsdeLa,odbs. 
' M u i a m  Ugolini, Lo anom biUidrro -a d YdicOso (Romr, 1893). 
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perhaps the most interesting of all the private collections of the 
16th century, and as forming a memoir of the Renaissance. I 
need not expatiate at greater length on a man so distinguished. 
M. Pierre de Nolhac has devoted a whole volume to the library 
and the man ; and he has dedicated his work in sufficiently noble 
language to M. Leopold Delisle.' 

I t  is interesting to note on the authority of aGerman traveller, 
Schott, that at this time, I ~ I ,  the Vatican Library was used by 
a large number of all classes of readers. The exclusiveness for 
which, at a later period, it became proverbial, had not crept in.' 

Between 1605 and 1621 came a notable accession of MSS. 
from the Benedictine Monastery at  Bobbio, which is worth 
a chapter. The library did not come to the Vatican entire ; 
someMSS. went to the Ambrosian library at Milan, and some to 
the Royal Library at Turin. But it was from this collection that 
Cardinal Mai in the next century made his great discovery, in a 
palimpsest, of the six books of Cicero's Republic which had 
been lost for centuries. The additions of Paul V., whose ponti- 
ficate fed btween the last mentioned periods, occupied the two 
rooms to the right. 

Since Sixtus V., every Pope had endeavoured by the donation 
of large collections to add his name to the list of benefactors of 
the Vatican Library. The close of the Hundred Years' War 
gave Gregory XV. such a chance. At the capture of Heidelberg 
by the Catholics under Tilly, in Sept., 1622, Caraffa, the papal 
nuncio, was packed off to Regensburg, to ask the Emperor 
Marimilian, of Bavaria, for the famous library of the Elector 
Palatine. It  was granted, " baud sine pretio " says Pitra.' By 
December, Leo Allatius wasin Heidelberg. In January, he took 
the best part of the library back over the Alps on mules. The 
books were placed in the two rooms to the left. A considerable 
number of the MSS. were among 'those which went to Paris in 
1797, but were returned for the most part in 1815. At the peace 
of Europe in that year, the King of Prussia at Humboldt's 
suggestion applied to Pius VII. for the restoration of some of 
the MSS. particularly relating to Germany. A more favourable 
moment could not have k e n  chosen : for the p o p  owed the 
restoration of his throne to the European concert. The request 

' P. de Nolbnc, La BibL & IcLki. Orriri (Paris, 1887). 
a I la  Ifplinu. 
a BibL A*. Vat. MSS. Gtrc. (Prd, p 12). 
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was immediately answered by the return of the goo volumes of 
MSS., nine-tenths of which were German, and among the rest the 
famous Palatine Antho1ogy.l Evelyn, in his diary, devotes a 
considerable passage to the Vatican Library. He visited it on 
Jan. 18, IQ~.' 

In 1658, under Alexander VII., who erected the large colon- 
nade in front of St. Peter's, the Vatican received the library of 
Urbino, founded by Duke Federigo da Montefeltro, whose passion 
for books was so great that at  the taking of Volterra in 1472, he 
r& nothing but a Hebrew Bible for his o m  share of the 
spoil. The collection contains 1711 Greek and Latin MSS. 

The years ~678-1688 are rather black ones in the history of 
the papal book treasures. At the death of Cardinal Rapigliosi, 
in the latter year, it was found that numberless title pages and 
other parts of the finest MSS. which formed part of the library 
of the Sistine Choir had been stolen for the sake of the miniatures 
and illuminations.' 

In 1690 the collection of Quean Christina, of Sweden, was 
added;' consisting of all the literary treasures taken by G u s t a m  
Adolphus, her father, a t  Prague, Wurtzburg, and Bremen; 
amounting to 3,291 MSS. (2,101 Latin and 1go Greek).' Further 
damage in the way of so-called " restoration " of the Sistine Choir 
books took place between 1721-4, by order of Innocent XIII. 
Clement XII. (173~1740), added the library of Pius. I1 (Eneas 
Sylvius), and the Oriental MSS. collected by the Assemani. 
These caused the addition in 1732 of more rooms to the right. 
Benedict XIV., founder of the Mtura Swo, added in 1749, 3,300 
MSS. 

Under Benedict XIV., in 1746, came also the library of the 
Ottobnoni family, containing 3,862 MSS. (3,391 Latin, and 474 
Greek). Mai printed Rugghieri's account of it in 1825. A b u t  
the same time came the collection of the Marquis Capponi. 

De Brosses in his letters upon Italy: towards the end of the 

' Wilkm, Gacb. d a  B i l d q  erw. d u  Heidelkrg. Bncbemammhmp 
(Heidelbug, 1817). 

'For the visit of l w t h u  Englirbman It thIs time, see An /ri- C h -  
faping A Yoyqe d Itah in  fA# yan  1646 ord 1 4 7 .  By 10. 
k@ltnJ., 89~9 1648 

8 Grove, @. d. 
'An inttmting aammt of the @ear d Sweden and h a  bmb, from the pen 

of Mr. C. I. Elton, w u  pablirhed in B i b l i ~ p L i r q  p t  i (Lond., 189)). 
For the c a t d q u  of h e r  Greek MSS., rridr akfra, p. 371 n. I. 
WN ki~bripuu ef diqvr syr P l r o l u .  Ed. Paris, A n  7, tom. ii&, pp 

137.143 



18th century, gives us a quaint but not altogether favourable 
picture of the Vatican Library when he went there. Shown 
into the large gallery where not a single volume isvisible, "Que 
diable une bibliothhue " he breaks out. " As Cardinal Quirini, 
the librarian, is also Bishop of Brescia, he is always away in his 
diocese," he complains. '' His portrait in the ante-chamber 
has to do duty instead. The copyists are ignorant and dear." 
Quirini's successor, Cardinal Passionei, receives rather a scorch- 
ing criticism. 

In  1797 the French carried off 500 of the most valuable 
MSS. to Paris, a catalogue of which was printed a t  Leipsic in 
1803. The Sistine collections again suffered during this occupa- 
tion. The volumes were removed to a room used for the 
breeding of poultry and placed in the custody of the hen-wife. 
The collection of coins, sculpture, and the museum also fared 
badly at the same time ; but the Vatican books seem to have been 
,spared. The h e  collection of medals was returned in 1815.' 
The private library of Pius VI., which contained precious MSS. 
and rare 15th century b k s ,  was miserably dispersed. Under 
Pius VII. (1800-1823) came the collection of Card. Zelada.' 
Leo XII. (1823-9) was another great benefactor to the 

library in purchasing the collection formed by Count Cicognara, 
consisting of printed books onethe fine arts, and nurnkring a b u t  
5,000. They were bought by him for &4,ooo.' The additions 
under Gregory XVI. (1831-46) were so great that it became 
necessary again to make use of the Borgia rooms, and so cover up 
the magnificent frescoes with which these are decorated.' 

In 1855 the collection of Cardinal Mai (6,950 vols. and 292 
MSS.) was presented by Pius IX. Later 162 Greek MSS. 
from the convent of S. Basilio,. a t  Grotta Ferrara have been 
added? 

At the begmning of the 17th century the catalogue of the 
Vatican was commenced, which is still in use at the present day, 
and a system of classification was thought out then (after occupy- 
ing the attention of six successive librarians) which might have 
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the merit of being continued in perpetuity. Among these six we 
recognise the memorable name of Baronius. 

The task of finally separating the archives from the library 
more rigidly, was undertaken by command of Paul V. (1605-1611). 
The more private part of the archives eventually was transferred 
to the Castle of S. Angelo, about 1,700 vols. But the history of 
this would require a separate paper. 

The catalogue of the Latin MSS., Nos. I-6M5, by the 
Rainaldi, was made in six vols., and the work has gone on with- 
out intermission. Vol. vii., containing MSS. 6026-6458, was 
made by Pietro Colista in 1640, under Urban VIII. ; vol. viii., 
containing MSS. 6q61-7058,made at the close of the 17th century 
was destroyed by fire, and but imperfectly replaced in the 18th ; 
vols. ix.and x., containing MSS., 7059-8471, were made at the end 
of last century and the beginning of this. Vols. xi.-xiii., contain- 
ing MSS. 8472-9849, were made by De Rossi himself, vol. xii. un- 
aided ; vol. xiv. was commenced by the late librarian, Cardinal 
Pitra. 

A catalogue of the Oriental MSS. given to the library by 
Clement XIII. was published by Assemani in three volumes in 
1719-1728. Then by command of Innocent XIII. in 1711, was 
commenced the printing of a catalogue of all the Vatican MSS. 
Three volumes appeared in 17569,' and the catalogue was to 
have been completed in twenty. By 1768, when ten sheets of 
vol. iv. were burnt accidentally, all hope seems to have left 
the staff of carrying out so enormous a task. The Assemani 
died, the work already completed seems to have been lost or, as 
I have said, burnt ; and times soon followed in which, as  De Rossi 
enphemistically puts it, a b u t  editing Vatican catalogues there 
was not even a possibility of thinking. 

After the peace the continuation of the catalogue of the 
Oriental MSS., commenced by the Assemani, was undertaken by 
Angelo Mai ;' and a catalogue of the Egyptian papyri was pub- 

1 For an n m n t  of the G m k  MSS. of the Library of Pius II., see the Cnta- 
l o g e  of them published sc ratel by the Vaticsn Csdicu narrurdpignzm' 
rtgiw Szemrw~ et Pii PPIL ~ib/iolhrre Vdircrnu, rrceoa H. Stevenson, 
Stnr. (Roma, ex t y p  Vat., 1883). and 4. Miintz rod Fabre, La Bidl. Vat., pp. 
4- 5. 

130)~ that he may almort be ~ns idered the 
and remarks t h  too much contumely hrs becn 
.ci& in the recovery of iuscriptioru. In this he 

P copported by Stodemod. Dc Rogi declnra that he never applied any acids 
a a p t  with the greatat cnution and under the m a t  urgent neceanty. 



lished by him in 1825. Catalognes of the Arabic, Syriac and 
Hebrew MSS. are all being carried forward. 

In 1871 Pius IX. instituted as  commissioners to report on 
the state of the library, under Cardinal Pitra, Aloysio Vincenzi 
and Commendatore G. B. De Rossi ; and all possible facilities 
were put in the hands of the latter, who had been connected 
with the library since 1851. This recension of the library went 
on till 1877. 

One of the first acts of the present Pope, Leo XIII., on 
ascending the papal chair in 1878, was to order the printing of 
the Vatican catalogues.' 

The throwing open of the secret archives of the Vatican to 
the world, by Leo XIII., marks an epoch in its history.' But 
more yet has been done. The rooms below the great hall of 
Sixtus V., which were formerly occupied by the arrnoury, have 
now been made into the chief centre for the printed books ; and 
25o,ooo, wbich used to be in the Borgia and other rooms, have 
been placed there. The actual transportation took only four- 
teen days.' The new library was opened by the Archbishop 
of Capua on Nov. 13, 1892. One section is filled with books 
of reference, chiefly for students of MSS., and expressly with a 
view to the international character of the library. 

Again recently, in fact last year, many volumes have been 
brought down from St. John Lateran to the Vatican ; and more 
of the papal registers, which now number some 8,000 volumes. 

Such is the history of what has been from the first one 
library only, though it falls into three periods; which has 
undergone many vicissitudes, but never lost its continuity, at 
least virtually, from the commencement of the Christian e m  
&wn to our time.' 

CHARLES SAYLE. 
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